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Going places

1.3 travel quiz
1

When does your holiday start?

6

What would you spend your money on
when you are on a holiday?

a) When I book the holiday
b) When I start packing

a) an expensive guidebook

c) When I get off the plane/bus/train

b) some new sports equipment
c) a piece of fashionable clothing

2

What is the most important thing in the
place you choose?

7

What do you never do on holiday?

a) Culture (museums, churches, history)

a) get up after 9

b) Nature (mountains, plants, animals)

b) stay in one place for too long

c) Entertainment (swimming pool, clubs,

c) get up before 11

bars, restaurants)
8
3

What do you usually pack your things in?

Where do you prefer to stay on holiday?

a) a youth hostel

a) a suitcase with wheels

b) a tent

b) a rucksack

c) a comfortable hotel

c) I don’t care about packing
9
4

What type of photos do you take?

When you are on holiday, how do you

a) famous sights

travel around?

b) beautiful landscapes

a) public transport

c) people having fun

b) on foot
c) I stay by the pool (or the sea)

10 Where would you like to go on holiday
next year?

5

On holiday, you are mostly

a) a place that everyone has heard of

a) curious and interested

b) a place that no one has heard of

b) active and sporty

c) a place where your friends go

c) relaxed and entertained
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Listening exercises

 1 Listen to the two dialogues about the three travel brochures (the
Puszta, Statue Park, Veszprém) and answer these questions.
a) Where do Sarah and George decide to go in the end?
b) Where do Jim and Alan decide to go in the end?

 2 Now write down everything you hear about the three places and
decide if the information is positive or negative.
The Puszta
Sarah & George

Jim & Allen

Statue Park

Veszprém

Going places  2.2 worksheet, 2.3 travel brochures (cont.)

 3 Have a look at the dialogues now. Which highlighted expressions
are used for giving an opinion, agreeing, disagreeing, suggesting
something, asking something?
Giving an opinion

Agreeing

Suggesting something

Asking something

Disagreeing

 4 It’s time for you to choose a destination. Look at the brochures and
use the expressions to discuss with a partner where you want to go.
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Dialogue 1 – a couple
Sarah: Where do you want to go?
George: I like the natural feel of the Puszta but it’s great that we can visit more places in
Veszprém. Plus, it has a nice map on the back where I can actually see everything. Statues aren’t
really my thing. I mean I like statues but to go to a whole park of statues?
Sarah: But the Puszta one is like a theatre. You don’t really see that any more. I don’t think it
shows you anything about Hungary.
George: You don’t think it shows old Hungary?
Sarah: What about the statue park? It shows socialism.
George: I suppose you are right. I’ve heard that it’s actually quite cool and it’s not far out of town
and if you don’t know that much about the history of Hungary it’s the best programme.
Sarah: Okay, let’s go there.

Dialogue 2 – two friends
Jim: So where shall we go?
Alan: We have three choices. Let’s pick one.
Jim: Well, the statue park is full of statues. This sounds a little boring but they’re all from the
communist times.
Alan: But it’s a bit difficult to get there, it’s a little bit far out of Budapest.
Jim: There is public transport, you know.
Alan: Well, it’s true.
Jim: The Puszta is about an hour’s drive from Budapest and we don’t have a car.
Alan: We could stay overnight and eat a lot.
Jim: You are right but this programme is rather for families. Take a look at Veszprém. There are
lots of things to do and it’s even got a zoo. We could spend a whole day there while the statue
park is only for a few hours.
Alan: There’s plenty to do in a day or two. So this one then?
Jim: Yeah, let’s take the trip to Veszprém.
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2.4 quest profiles
1

a middle-aged couple who love eating and cultural programmes

2

a family of four (kids in their teens) who are into sports

3

a rich businessman who loves to relax and everything that is expensive

4

two young people who prefer unusual things and like to go out

5

a single woman who loves animals and folk art

6

a class of Hungarian 15-year-olds who have never seen this part of the country

4.1 jumbled sentences
Materials
1 you did dinner eat for yesterday What ?
2 Hungary Where people do go on in holiday usually ?
3 does How have history of years Hungary many ?
4 national written Who our by anthem was?
5 days watch much people so do TV these Why ?
6 beautiful go When you place last to a did ?
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Group 1
Gapped text about Edinburgh Castle
 Using the information in brackets, write questions about this text.
Edinburgh Castle dominates the city of Edinburgh like no other
castle in Scotland and it has a history of __________________
(1 how many years?). The City of Edinburgh grew out from ___
______________ (2 where?), and the first houses in Edinburgh
were built on the area in front of Edinburgh Castle. _______
_______ (3 how many?) visitors a year visit Edinburgh Castle
________________________________________________ (4 why?).
When you look to the north, on a clear day, you can see ______________________ (5 what?)
and right below you there is the world famous Princes Street with all its shops.
There are many things to see in the castle, such as the tiny St Margaret’s Chapel, which is
Edinburgh’s oldest building. Edinburgh Castle was a prison for __________________ (6 who?)
in the 18th and 19th centuries, so there is an exhibition that shows _______________________
(7 what?).
Guided tours are provided by __________________(who?) and you can also hire an audio
guide in six languages.
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Full text about Cardiff Castle
 Read this text carefully so that you can answer questions about it.
Cardiff Castle is one of Wales’s most famous tourist attractions.
It is located in the heart of the capital, near city centre shopping
and the wonderful Bute Park. The Castle’s beautiful towers hide
a fantastic interior.
The castle has a history of nearly 2,000 years, which goes back
to Roman times in the first century AD. After the Norman
Conquest, it was owned by many rich families, until, in 1766,
it passed by marriage to the Bute family, who made Cardiff into the world’s greatest coal
exporting port.
From 1866 the genius architect William Burges changed the Castle inside and each breathtaking
room has its own special theme, including Mediterranean gardens and Italian and Arabian
decoration.
After visiting the spectacular interiors, visitors can enjoy the Castle grounds, where peacocks,
ducks and geese walk about freely, and have a break in the Castle Tea Room, which offers coffee,
light lunches and afternoon tea.
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Group 2
Gapped text about Cardiff Castle
 Using the information in brackets, write questions about this text.
__________________ (1 what?) is one of Wales’s most famous
tourist attractions. It is located in ________________________
(2 where?), near city centre shopping and the wonderful Bute
Park. The Castle’s beautiful towers hide a fantastic interior.
The castle has a history of ____________________ (3 how
many years?), which goes back to Roman times in the first
century AD. After the Norman Conquest, it was owned by _____________________ (4 who?),
until, in 1766, it passed by marriage to the Bute family, who made Cardiff into ______________
_______________ (5 what?).
From 1866 the genius architect William Burges _________________________ (6 did what?) and
each breathtaking room has its own special theme, including Mediterranean gardens and Italian
and Arabian decoration.
After visiting the spectacular interiors, visitors can enjoy _____________________ (7 what?),
where peacocks, ducks and geese walk about freely, and have a break in the Castle Tea Room,
which offers _______________________________ (8 what?).

Going places  4.2 Full texts (cont.)

Full text about Edinburgh Castle
 Read this text carefully so that you can answer questions about it.
Edinburgh Castle dominates the city of Edinburgh like no other
castle in Scotland and it has a history of over one thousand
years. The City of Edinburgh grew out from the Castle rock,
and the first houses in Edinburgh were built on the area in
front of Edinburgh Castle. Over a million visitors a year visit
Edinburgh Castle to see the magnificent views of Edinburgh
from the rocks.
When you look to the north, on a clear day, you can see the mountains far away and right below
you there is the world famous Princes Street with all its shops.
There are many things to see in the castle, such as the tiny St Margaret’s Chapel, which is
Edinburgh’s oldest building. Edinburgh Castle was a prison for sailors from many countries
in the 18th and 19th centuries, so there is an exhibition that shows the graffiti and hand-made
ships of the sailors. Guided tours are provided by the castle stewards and you can also hire an
audio guide in six languages.
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5.1 Brochure assessment sheet
Members of group
1 ____________________
2 ____________________
3 ____________________
Name of the place
____________________
Criteria

Rating

Comments

Brochure
Clearly organised

1

2

3

4

5

Pictures

1

2

3

4

5

Written work

1

2

3

4

5

Relevant

1

2

3

4

5

Interesting

1

2

3

4

5

Content

The best thing about the brochure is:
____________________________________________________________________
Something else that could be put in the brochure:
____________________________________________________________________
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5.3 Self-assessment form
Think about the last five lessons and the posters and presentations you have made. Finish the
sentences so that they are true about YOU.
1 In this project, I learnt…

2 I still need to work on…

3 I liked…

4 I didn’t like…

